[Cellular heredity, its alteration and organ restoration].
Patterns of cell heredity in vertebrates and possibility of its alteration, i. e. artificial tissue metaplasia, are considered. These problems are compared with the well studied phenomenon of metaplasia in eyes of the newt in which the removal of some parts of the eye leads to natural metaplasia, an initial step for restoration of eye parts. A brief analysis of sequence of inductive processes in development shows that by the end of the period of induction and the onset of terminal differentiation the maximum concentration of specific inducing agents in induced rudiments can be expected. This suggestion was confirmed by the experiments of specific assimilatory induction in gastrula ectoderm and artificial conversion of pigmented epithelium in retina and lens tissues. On the basis of the data reported and in comparison with the theories of intragenomic regulation, a new hypothesis of cell heredity is put forward. The basic idea of this hypothesis is that the regulatory genes can switch on the genes responsible for the synthesis of terminal proteins via inducing proteins; the latter can simultaneously programm the function of regulatory genes, initiating their own synthesis. Due to such a feedback mechanism forming during development, stable cell types arise. Their inheritance can be altered by the introduction of new inducing agents in parallel with the elimination of conditions stabilizing cell differentiation. Possible ways for application of artificial metaplasia for restoration of eye defects in medical practice are considered.